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This document describes the work performed as Task 3 of Phase VIII
of JPL Contract 952532. (This is a follow-on the JPL Contract 952028.)
Phase VIII accomplished improvements in the preparation of input data for
the computer programs generated in Phase III.
This document contains all the corrections to the Revised User's
Manual for the Microbial Burden Prediction Model (Volume VI) and is to
be considered an addendum to that Manual, and, by extension, to the origi-
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During Phases I, II, and III of JPL Contract 952028 the requirements
for the Microbial Burden Prediction Model (MBPM) were established, and the
model was developed and programmed for computer utilization. During Phases
IV, V, and VI, the model was used to estimate the burden on the Mariner V
Spacecraft.
As a result of the above work, a number of changes were identified
that would improve the effectiveness of the existing computer programs.
These changes were effected during Phase VII of the carry-on contract (JPL
Contract 952532). As a result of the experience gained during the prepara-
tion of the input data, the desirability of a more manageable method of pre-
paring this data for input to the program was recognized.
The Input Translator Program (ITP) has been developed during Phase
VIII of JPL Contract 952532 to meet this latter need. The ITP performs
much of the repetitious and time-consuming work involved in preparing input
data. In addition, it also performs bookkeeping chores such as maintaining
the current status of all parts. The ITP has been programmed so that only
minor revisions have been made to the previously developed portions of the
program. In most cases, an error of input data to the ITP is printed as an
error, but does not stop the production of an input tape for the Tape Altera-
tion Subroutine (TAS). The manual preparation of input data is therefore
reduced to coding the JPL Quality Assurance Daily Activity Report informa-
tion for key punching, key punching this information, and making corrections
to the errors which are flagged by the ITP. (Ref. 8)
2Volume VII of this series of reports is a User's Manual whi h describes
the various subroutines comprising the Input Translator Program, the method
of data input, and the process of transferring the output data to the MBPM.
The principal factor in the development of the ITP that contributed to
changes in existing programs was the change from making parts inputs at the
Task level to making these inputs at the Subtask level.
Although the changes are minor in nature and small in number, the effect
is felt on a number of pages of the User's Manual. All references to page
number in this document are to Volume VI, the Revised User's Manual for the
Microbial Burden Prediction Model. Revisions are listed sequentially,
whether by reference to a revised item or by the issue of a revised page.
The ITP has been used to prepare input data based on the Mariner Mars
69-3 spacecraft for use of the MBPM. Using this input data, the MBPM has
been run on the CDC 6400 at Martin Marietta's Denver facility and on the
Univac 1108 at JPL in Pasadena.
Volume IX of this series of reports describes the preparation of the
-rout data, the results of the burden prediction of the MM 69-3, and a
comparison with swab sample data taken during the spacecraft preparation.
3
IT. REVISIONS TO VOLUME VI
Page
	
4	 Cption #2 can no longer be used as before. If this option is used,
the dumps will all be on Tape 3 in succession. Restart capabilities
are built into the ITP.
	
6	 Under item "---- START OF NEW SUBTASK ----", change "PREREQUISITE
SUBTASKS - -0, -0" to read "PREREQUISITE TIME DISTRIBUTIONS- -0, -0".
	
9	 Replace with new page 9, dated April 1970.
	
12	 Change line starting "K a 2" from "Add M cart's ...." to read "Add M
records ...."
	
18	 To the list of tapes add "Tape 3: Binary restart dumps (write)";
to the description of Tape 12 add "Tape 12 is written by the ITP for
input to TAS".
	
22	 Delete block labelled "Determine Task Start Time". This function
has been transferred to the MBS.
	
23	 Replace with new page 23, dated April 1970.
	
27	 Replace with new page 27, dated April 1970.
	
28	 Delete lines starting "IK . 3" and "IL . 4"; change "IK - 5" to read
"IK - 3"; with reference to 12 = 2 it should be noted that the re-
start tape is no longer rewound at each task because of the new ITP,
TAS, and BPS restart capability; therefore, restart dumps at the end
of each task are now of no value.
	
29	 Under discussion of KK = 6, change "Tape 2" to read "Tape 3".
	
30	 Replace with new page 30, dated April 1970.
	
31	 Replace with new page 31, dated April 1970.
	
32	 Replace with new page 32, dated April 1970.
	
35	 Delete description of SUBTASK DESCRIPTION CARD.
'	 Appendix - Replace entirely with new program source deck listing.
I {
--
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Figure 3. Subroutine MSS Macroioglc
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1	 't^ RD RUN DESCRIPTION CARD
KKIKC	
2
—^ SD STAGE DESCRIPTION CARD
o
TD TASK DESCRIPTION CARD
IK = l EM ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACE LIFETIME MODIFIERS
ED ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTIO	 CARD
EQ ENVIRONMENTAL QUANTITIES CARD
IK = 2
OD OPERATION DESCRIPTION CARD
OQ OPERATION QUANTITIES CA
IK = 3
KD SUBTASK DESCRIPTION CARD
PD PART DESCRIPTION CARD
PQ PART QUANTITIES CARD
DD DISTRIBUTION DESCRIPTION CAID—
DQ DISTRIBUTION QUANTITIES ChRil(S)




PE PART EFFECT CARD
KK	 5, IK_? 9- ZD ZONE DESCRIPTION CARD




Vol. VI, p. 30
(dated April 1970)
RD	 RUN DESCRIPTION CARD
KR, RUN
FORMAT (I5, 1X, 7A6)
A RUN DESCRIPTION CARD is the first card to follow thr CONTROL
CARD initiating a run. KR is the run number and RUN is a 42 alphameric
character description of the run.
SD	 STALE DESCRIPTION CARD
KS, STG
FORMAT (I5, 1X, 7A6)
A STAGE DESCRIPTION CARD follows a RUN DESCRIPTION CARD or a CONTROL
CARD initiating a stage. KS, which must be in the range 1 to 20, is
the stage number and STG is a 42 alphameric character description of
the stage.
TD	 TASK DESCRIPTION CARD
KT, TSK, L4, K3
FORMAT (I5, 1X, 7A6, 2X, 215)
A TASK DESCRIPTION CARD follows a STAGE DESCRIPTION CARD or a
CONTROL CARD initiating a task. KT, which must be in the range 1 to
100, is the task number and TSK a 42 alphameric character description
of the task. L4, if specified, causes the total microbial burden
at the end of the task to be stored in special storage distribution
L4 and to be available for later computation of a burden difference.
1K on the preceding CONTROL CARD indicates the card type to follow.
L4 is in the range 1 to 20. K3 is a print flag which when non-zero
causes burden distributions by zone and surface to be printed at
the end of the task. This flag does not operate like I1 or I2 on CC.
K3 must be non-zero for each print desired.
k'ol. VI, p. 31	 8
(dated April 1910)
EM	 ENVIRONMENTAL AVERAGE LIFETIME MODIFIERS CARD
AES(1), AES(2), AES(3), AES(4)
FORMAT (4E10.3)
The ENVIRONMENTAL AVERAGE LIFETIME MODIFIERS appear on the
first card of the environments inputs. AES(J) is the factor which
modifies the quantity AET(N^ on card E4.
ED	 ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTION CARD
N, DSC
FORMAT (15, 1X, 4A6)
Each of the (up to 10) environments requires two input cards.
The first of these is the ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION CARD which gives
the index N and the 24 alphameric character description DSC. The
last such description card is to be blank to indicate that all environ-
ment inputs have been read. All but the last (blank) ENVIRONMENT
DESCRIPTION CARD are to be followed by an ENVIRONMENT QUANTITIES CARD.
EQ	 ENVIRONMENT QUANTITIES CARD
IEC(N), IET(N), AEC(N), AET(N), AED(N), AEF(N,1), AEF(N,2), AEF(N,3),
AEF(N,4)
FORMAT (215, 7E10.3)
IEC(N), AEC(N) describe the backgrjund number of organisms/cu ft (C)
in environment N. IEC is a "shape" distribution index and AEC is the
mean of the distribution for this application.
IET(N), AET(N) are the average lifetime distribution shape and mean (V).
AED(N) is the mean number of organisms per cubic foot of air per man
in this environment (d).
AEF(N) is the fallout velocity mean value (f).
OD	 OPERATION DESCRIPTION CARD
N. DSC
FORMAT (15, ?X, 4A6)
9
Vol. VI, p. 32
(dated April 1970)
Each of the (up to 35) cataloged operations requires two input
cards. The first of these ^s the OPERATION DESCRIPTION CARD which
gives the index N and the 24 alphameric character description DSC.
The last of these cards is to be blank to indicate that all operations
input have been read. All but the last (blank) card are to be
followed by an OPERATION QUANTITIES CARD.
OQ	 OPERATION QUANTITIES CARD
IOT(N), IOQ(N), IOC(N)
FORMAT (315)
IOT(N) is the distribution shape for the time required to perform
operation N.
IOQ(N) is the distribution shape for the number of organisms per cubic
foot per man.
IOC(N) is the distribution shape for the number of organisms on hand
or tool (contact contamination).
KD	 SUBTASK DESCRIPTION CARD
N, DSC, Ll, L2, L3
FORMAT (15, 1X, 4A6, 315)
The input data for each of the subtasks per task is headed with a
SUBTASK DESCRIPTION CARD that gives the subtask number N and the 24
alphameric character description DSC. L1 and L2 indicate the finish
time special storage distributions of prerequisite tasks which are to
determine the start time of this task. If only one prerequisite (L1)
is specified, the new start time is set equal to the time stored in L1.
If no prerequisite is specified, the start time is set equal to zero.
L3 is the index of the finish time special storage distribution if this
subtask is to be prerequisite for any later subtask. L1, L2, and L3






C	 TAPE ALTERATION SUBROUTINE
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE READS FROM TAPE12 AND WRITES ON TAPE9
C(► NMCN	 LN" LF• IX(6)9 XX422)• M• N19 N2. I(6.120)9 X(22.2019
K4229?0)9 KIL. NE . KE1111 9 IA8(12U 9 6). OR(SUO )• XR(S00)•
I09 AR(419 NP. LH(20)9 KXT• DUM(144231









































IF(NP.GE .551 CALL PTS
W Q ITE(E.GCO) Nt.•KK.NM.F
IF(KK.GT.01 GO TO 8





C	 QEPLsCE RECOPD NN WITH A NEW CARD
lnl CALL CRS
C A LL VCWS
TF(LN.E3.0) PETURN
GO TO 2






P A LL CRS




C	 DELETE '4f 1 RECORDS STARTING WITH RECORD NN




C	 REPLACE PARAMETER MM ON RECORD NN BY F
104 7F(L P .E0.17) GO TO 40







C	 MULTIPLY PARAMETE F MM ON RECORD NN BY F
1P5 IF(L?.E0.17) SO TO 50





C	 RLPLACE PARAMETER MM BY F ON NN AND SUBSEQUENT RECORDS
106 K(PM.LR )=1
FC IF(L'2.ED.171 GO TO 66
.F(MM.LE.E) GO TO 64
x(MM-S.LR1=F





C	 yULTIOLY PARAMETEP MM BY F ON NN AND SUBSEQUENT RECORDS
107 K(HMvLR) =2
GO TO 6C
C	 STOP ALTERING P ARAMETER MM.	 (RECORD NN IS NOT ALTERED.)











^	 +-""'-+^C*--t'- - -
SUBROUTINE TRS	 A3
C	 TAPE 4EADING SUBROJTI14E (READS BINARY RECORDS FROM TAPE121
CCMMON	 LN. LR• IX(619 XX(2219 Mo N19 1429 1(69120)9 X(2292019
K(22s20). KIL• NC• KC(11)9 IAS(1209619 OR(500)• XR(50019
10v AP14)• NP. LH(2C)t KYT9 DUM(144231
N1=Nl•l








COMMON	 LN• LP  IX16)• XX1221• M• N1• N29 I(So120)9 X122.201.
K(22r2019 KIL• NE• KE(111• IAB(120.619 OR(500)• XR(5001•
v
	 IO• AR 1 4 1 - NP• LH(20)9 KXT• OUM(14423)
LR=LN
GO To( 1r2.3 ► 4. 5.6.7.8.9.10.11.12.13.14915.16.17.18.19951*LN
i ?EAD ( 59501) IX
501 FORMAT(4I5.1Cx9215)
RETURN

























1C READ(i•50?) IX(1)•(XX(J).J =1.4)
QE TURN






















a..^^^-,^.s=e^+.._.-'i'--^"^.-.;++^t!+^s+.^w...+uz--^.-+^w,-^+trt..,^w.r^++rsr^Y+!s+^P'Rr.++n++r 	 F'. _	 _	 .•,s l^f^.....--^.
SUBROUTINE RAS	 A3
C	 PECORD ALTCRATION SUBROUTINE
cOMMON	 Ly• LR• IX(G)e XX(22)o M• N1e N2r I(6r120)9 X12292019
V(22.2C)9 KIL. KEo KE(11)9 IAB(12096)t DR(500)9 XR(500)9
IOr A f^(4)t NPr LH(2019 KXT• OUM(14423)
IF(L A .E0.17) GO TO 29
00 10 L=1.6






22 XX(L-6)=XX(L-6)+X(L-6 ► LR)
20 CONTINUE
RETURN











C PCC04D CHECKING AND WRITING SUBROUTINE 	 (WRITES BINARY ON TAPE91
C LR	 IS	 CUPPENT	 PCC%)RD TYPE•	 LN	 IS	 NEXT	 RECORD	 TYPE.
COMMON	 LN9	 LR•	 IX(0)s	 XX(22)0	 M•	 N19	 N29	 I(69120)s	 X(2292019
K122920)9	 KIL9	 NE's	 KE1i119	 IAB(12096)9	 OR(500)9	 XR(500)9
I0•	 AP.(4)9	 NPs	 LH(20)9	 KXT9	 DUM(144231
DIMENSION CT(20)
DATA(CT( I) .I=1920)/2HCC92HKDs 2HKC•2HK09 2HPEt24RDs2HS092HTDs2HEM9
.2HE09?HEM.2HOD.2f{CG9 2HPD92HP092NDD92HDO92HZD92HZC92HPE /
DATA	 NAME	 / 6HTAS













IF(KK.GT.0)	 GO	 TO	 11
WRITE(	 9)	 LP9IX9IXX(J)9J=1971
WRITE	 131	 t1AME9	 ((	 IAB(J9L)9	 J=19120	 Is	 L =196	 19	 1	 OR(J)9	 J=19	 6
.	 5Cr.1








=	 KJI	 +	 1
HEAD	 (2)	 INAMEs	 (I	 IA8(J9Ll9	 J=19120	 )s	 L=196	 It	 (	 ORIJ)s	 J=19	 6
SOV	 )9	 (	 XR(J)9	 J	 =	 19	 SCD	 )9	 I	 LH(J)•	 J	 =	 19	 20	 )s	 KS	 6
IF	 (	 INAME	 .£9.	 NAME	 1	 GO	 TO	 113
IF	 l	 KJI	 .LT.	 2	 1	 GO	 TO	 111
WRITE	 (691121
112 FORMAT	 (	 42Hls s assERRORsssss	 NO TAS RESTART	 JUMP FOUND	 1
STCP
113 LN=1












1 4 IF((IX13).LE.01.-VR.(IX(31.GT.201) 	 CALL	 EPS(11





GO	 TO	 1000	 •
C KD CARD
20 IF	 I	 TX(1)	 .NE.	 0	 1	 N=	 IXI1)	 6
WRITP(69&rrj) N2eCT(LR)•KS*KTsN
WF1TE(6+GC2) (IX(J)vJ=1v4)9(XXIJ)•J=1.41
602 FOPMAT ( lH+•23Xs4I49l3X/4A61





IF(L1.LE.C) GO TO 24
IF(L1.GT.?C) GO TO 23
IF(LH(L1).LE.01 C ALL EPS(21
L2 =IX(31
IF(L7.LE.01 GO TO 24
TF(L2.GT.20) GO TO 23




IF(L3.LE.0) GO TO 26




2E IF(IX(5).67.20) CALL EPS(1)
10 27 J = 101. 120
00 27 L = 1 • 6
27 IA8(J9L) = 0
GO TO 1000
C	 KC CARD
30 WRI T E(6.5C0) N29CT(LR)•KS•KT•N
WRITE(6.GC3) IX.()(X(JI.J=Iy31
603 F0FMAT(1H+923Xv614v3F1C.3)^
IF( IX( 11.GT.0) GO TO 32
LU=4
.10 TO loco




IF((I1.LE.0).OR.(I1.GT.120)) GO TO 38




IF((I3.LE.0).-OR.(T3.GT.120)) GO TO 38
IF((I4.LE.0).0r.(I4.G7.4)) GO TO 38
IA=IA3(I39I4)
IF(I S .GT.C) GO TO 34
CALL '-rPS(3)
GO T^ 39





r,33 F0'PM4T(14 +•83x.9r4NEW AREA=.F8.39SX9I0HAREA LEFT=. F8.31
IF(OP(IA)) 3E937.39
16 IF ( ( DR(IA) + 1.E-6 ) . GY. 0 1	 GO TO 37
CALL EPS(10)































3F C A LL EPS11)	 AS













41 L N= 2
GO TO 1000







PE CARD ( CONTAMINATION 1
SC u2ITE(6.FrC) N ?•CT(LR)•KS•KT•N
WRITE(b.6C5) (IX(J).J=1.2)•(XX(J).J=1.5)
50 5 FCR14lT(1H• 923X•2I4.16X•5F10.3)
I0=IX(ll
IF(I P .C. T.C) 60 TO 51
LN=4
CC TO 1000
51 IF(I P .GT. 120) GO TO 58





IF(I2.LE.0) GO TO 54
AP(J)=0R(IB)
AA=AA+AR(J1
E4 CC) %T I'JUE
%'P=NP• l
WRITE(6.635) IP•AR
535 FoRMAT(55X.4HPART.I4.15H SURFACE AREAS=•4F10.31
IF(AA.LE.C.) CALL EPS(8)
00 55 J=1.2










6r W)I7E(b96CCl N?• CTILR)
W0jT ;7 (6.Er6) IXI11•IXX(J1•J=1.71
606 FDSMAT(lN•923X.I4.25X•7A61















WRIT'469CC71 KS-(XX(J)•J=1q7) 	 A9
6f'7 FpNMAl(lH+923x914.25X97A6)
LN=8










1;0P FL)P( ATllH+.2,3Xv3I4917Xv7A6)	 6
IF((KT.GT.C).AND.(KT.LE.10C)) GO TO 82
CALL [PS(l)
KT=-1

















1C'C WR;TEIf .Fr, ) N2.C7(LR1.KS.KT
WRITE(6. F 10) IX(1).(XX(J).J=1•til
1~1[' FCF"4T(111 +.23X.I4925X.4A6)
IF*(Ii(1).GT.O,) GO TO 101
LN=12
r,O TO 1000






















1'C WRIT r'(f.6f'C) ►:29CT(LR)9KS9KT






14(' L'PITf(G* Cu) %2@CT(LR).MS.KT9N	 G
W 0 1Tr(r.F.14)	 IIII)•(XX ( J)•J=1	 61 A10
614 FO'tMATl 1N+.23X9I4.25X.6A61
TF(Ix()).^,T.C)	 GO	 TO	 141
L 1= 1 5
r,O	 T r 	10'JO





ISC V'>IT^	 F9CC	 1	 N29CT (LP )•KSrKT9N 6
l : O ITEls.cl5)	 Ix.(r.x(J).J=1.21
61! F0QMATf1H+927X.6I4.2F10.3)
')0	 157	 J=1 .4
TFIIXIJ).G7.5CC)	 GO	 TO	 151
TF((IXI.J).GT.3).4N'D.(IX(J).LE.20)1	 GO	 TO	 151
TAB (7('•J)=Ix(J)
60	 TO	 152
151 C A LL	 t'FS f l )
151 CCNTINUE














IF(I x ( 1).ST.C)	 GO	 TO	 161
LN=3 6
f0	 TI	 1000
l61 'F(jX(I).GT.F rUC)	 CALL	 EPSI1)
TF((v.GT.(j').AN0.(N.LE.1I))
	 GO	 TO	 162
CALL	 CPS (I1
o =11
162 L •1= 17 6
GO	 TO	 LOCO
C DO CARD
1 7 C V?IT^(6.F.^C)	 N2.CT(LR)9KS.KT@N G












TF(A p< (S01 -1.).GT..000CC0I)
	 CALL	 EPS(11)
172 11P=Y+11
'* ^I "(6.1-37)	 lXX(J)•J=12.MP)
5 T 7 FORNAT(R)(911E10.2)
L'.= 1S
IF l'I.70. 11	 GO	 TO	 1	 rlI
^0	 1 7 "	 J=2. ►'





^-w..^.r.^^..^..s^^• —«.... ^. ?1.!....-^n.^s^.r^,+r. ► 	 ^^R^.++^+war^li..,Ai^wr^ .^e^T"^•'^-+sf+rw►
C	 ZD CARD
	 All
I P C Wl'ITEIE ► (, CC) N' ► CT(LR) ► KS#KT
WRIT^- (CtL181 IY(I) ► (XX(J)9J=194)
FIR rOFudT(lH+ ► 23X ► 14925X.4A6)
IF(Ix(l).GT.G) GO TO 181
LN =1
GO TO IODC




190 WRITE(G ► 6CG) NZ ► CT(LR) ► KSeKT
u?ITE169619) IX11) ► (XX(J)•J=1r4)
1,19 FCPMAT(1H+ ► Z3X9I4.20X.4F10.3)
IF(IX(11.GT.C) GO TO 191
LN=18
GO TO 1000
T q l IFIIX(1).GT.12C) CALL EPS(1)
LN=19
GC TO 1 CCC
C	 PE CARD ( DECONTAMINATION
20C VPITEIf ► FrC) N7 ► CT(LR) ► KS•KT.N
W."'ITE(Go6(7S) (IX(J) ► J=1v2)9(XX(J)9J=1+4)
IP=I)((1)
IF(I°.GT.0) GO TO 201
LN :4
50 Tn 1000
7C1 IFIIP.CT.12C) GO TO 208
LK=Ix(2)
IF((LK.LC.C).0 c'.(LK.GT.5CG)) GO TO 58




?^S C A LL EPS(1)
2 C 9 LN=20
1000 aPITE(9)











C	 cRRC. PRINTING SU9ROUTINE
COMMON	 LN, LP  IX(6), XX(22), M• N1, N29 I(6,12C)9 X(22,20)9
K(22,?C), KIL. NE . KE(11), IA^3(120,6), OR(500)• XR(5001•
I0, AR(4)9 1JP9 LH(2C), KXT, DUM(14423)
IF(LE.EQ.0) GO TO 1CO
NE=NE+1
KE(LF)=KE(LE) +1
TFl(K7L.E0.1). A NC.(LE. GT.7 ) ) RETURN
NP=NP+3




1 NPITE(69(; 01 )
601 F 0 RMAT(1N+ ,17X•30HINDEX OUT OF RANGE
OFTURN
2 NRITE(69(,02)
6r2 r CR4AT(1H +,17X,3GHPREPEOUISITE MISSING
RE TURN
3 WRITE('0.6C31
5 173 FO.. y AT(1H+,17X,30HNECESSARY DATA MISSING
PETU4N
V WRIT'-(6.604)
Fn4 FOR IO LT11H+917X93CHT00 MANY CARDS IN SET
RETU?N
5 WP1TF(6,6C5)
6C5 FCR m AT(1H +,17X,30HIN0EX USED PREVIOUSLY
RETURN
6 WQITE(5,6061
6('6 FC4t-!AT(1N+,17X,30 HDATA OLT OF RANGE
67CTURN
7 WRITC(69E07)
r,t'7 F0R u AT(1'j+,17X,30HCAR0 OUT OF SEQUENCE
PETURN
E 1:^ITE(6.(,Cd)
6rE FCFKAT(1h+,17X93CHAFFECTED PART AREA ZERO
PE fU?N
5 1;RITE (E,6C9)
6C9 FCR w A T (1H+,17X,3JHCONTACT AREA GT SURFACE AREA 	 /1
R E TUPN
1C : ZITF( 6,6101
FIC FCR4tT(1H+,17X,3OHPCMAItJIt:G AREA NEGATIVE
RETU r %'
11 uPI7E(6,E11)
611 C^-m%T(1!-4+,17X93CHTCTAL PROB. NOT EQUAL TO 1
^' E T L' P. tt
If,1 V. LIIT^(5,S201
92G FCRKA T (1 ► f 1//////2fX,27H"ICROEIAL BURDEN DATA
IF (NE .GT.E) GO TO 150
WR17E((;,F21 )
G'1 r 1n tiA AT (Z U X,1FHN0 ERRORS THIS RUN)
PE IUP.N
15C WRITE(6,622)
F22 F0 c PAT(2CX,27H••***	 ERRCR SUMMARY 00*0•/)
I (`UT=O
D; 152 J=1,7
IF(KE(J) — I) 15291569155
I`5 'W'RITE(6.623) KE(J)
F23 F CRMAT( I5, 9H E Q ROPS -)
CO TO 159
1 6 4RITE(6s624) KE(J1
3

















IF(K:L.NE.1) GO TO 154
	
A
IF(KXT.E3.11 RETURN 	 A
TF (IOuT.E0.1 ) CALL EXIT	 A
RETURN
	 A


































XX(22)9 M• Nle N2• I(;9120)9 X(22120)•
t,Es KE(11)v IA6(120.6)o DR(500)• XR(500)o
LH(2019 KXT• OUM(14423)
q	 5	 6
17	 13/)ACC FORMAT( 115HIPTC o
r? O• TYPE .9 S/(SK /ST 	 1	 2





C	 RU;DEN ul-EDICTION SUOROUTINE
C	 THIS ? FCGFAM RFADS FROM TAPE 9
CCt!MO .1	 K r IKr KR. RUN( 7). KS ► STG(7). KT• TSK(7) r DSCl61• I0t
KE ► AFS(4)r IEC(10) ► IFT(IC)• AECl1019 AEIh1019 AEO(10)•
AEF(10.4). NO• IOT(35)9 I03(35)9 IOC(35)9 NP• OAC(120.219
IU(1cC). IAB%12G96)9 AAG(120)9 AAS(120)• AAT(120)9
NX157219 O(•'•(572911)9 X =`(572.11)• KO• NS• IR(5)9 AR(41•
APR(i) ► MT ► JT(ICG)r XMT(1CC)r XVT(1C'O)• L1• L29 L3• L4•
KTS ►
 ITE• K39 DUM(26641
DIVENSION XX(7),I>'(6)




100 RE4O (9) L.KK ► IK.I1.I2•IS•I6.xX
C	 KK=1 11,DICATES A NEW F.UN. STAGE• AND TASK
C	 KK=2 I ►^DICAIFS A ^ ! EW STAGE AND TASK
C	 KK=3 INDICATES A NEW TASK
C	 KK=4 CALLS FCR A RU4DEN DIFFERENCE DETEgMINATION
C	 KKZS CALLS FCR Z P KE BURDEN WRITEOUT
C	 IK=O CALLS FOR ZONE DEF I!4ITION DATA INPUTS
C	 IK=1 :t,DICATEE ZCNa S CORRESPOND TO PARTS
C	 KK=S CALLS FOR A P ESTART AND REQUIRES A BINARY DECK INPUT
IF(KK.NE.6)GC TO 1C2
RCt^(21 Kf r(^'J`J(J).J=1.7)+KS•(STG(J) ► J=1.7)•NE•(AES(J)•J=1@4)•	 A
. (IEC(J) ► _'ET(J)•AcC(J) rAET (J)•AED(J)9(AEF(J ►K)•K=1.4)•J=1.10)•	 6
. `J0•(ICTIJI•IO^(J).IOC(Jl.J=1.75).NP ► ((DAC(J•?O.K=1.2)•IU(J)• 	 G
. (IAB(Jr K ) rK= 1.6).AAG(J)•AAS(J)rAAT(J)•J=1.1CC)• KO•NT• 	 G
. (JT(J)• X`!T(J) •X V T (J) • J=1 9 100) . K T S • ID • I T E •K I• K 2•	 G
. (KX (I)91[10 (I ► J) ► XR(I•J)rJ= 1911)•I=1.572) 	 G
GO TO 100
If'2 IF(KK-3) IC 39130.11)9
103 IF(NT.Eo.0)G0 TO 106
C
C	 V.1ITr STarE S!jm &!ARY FOR PRECEEDING STAGE
WPITEll;•?)KP ► (PL1P(Jd9J=1.7)
V?ITE(6 .4 ) K S 9 (ST Sr.J)•J=1.7)
	
4	 r C•RNAT(6H S T A^E 9 I3 , 2H • 97A6/15H S T AGE SUMMARY-//
.3X9 44T .ASK.7Xr4HMEA1496X•6HFINISH/13x•6HBURDEN•SX•4HTIME/!
DO 1C4 I=1 ► NT
	
04	 WRITE(6.S)JT(I)• V A T (I)•XVT(I1
5 F0R14t T ( I 7 9E13.3.F 10.3)
1CG IF(KK.GT.C) GO TO 109
IF(K?.E0.3) GO TC 108
C
WPITF(l) Knr(PU N (J)9J=197)9KS.(STG(J).J=1 ► 7)rNE9(AES(J)•J=1.41•	 G
. (IE^(J).IET(J)..5'C(J)•AET(J)•AEO(J)•(AEF(J•K)•K=1.4)•J=1.10)•	 G
. VC9(:CT(J)9I0('(J)9IOC(J) rJ= 1.3519NPr((DAC(J ► K).K=1 9 2)•IU(J) • 	G
. (IAA(J•pl,19K:'9',)rAAG(J)rAAS(J)•AAT(J)•J=19100).KO•NTr 	 G
(JT:(J)9X"T( ,..i)9XVT(J)9J=1 ► lOC)•KTS•ID•ITE9 , K19K2•	 G
. (1.;X(I)9(DP(1@J	 J)rJ=1.111•I =1r 5721	 G
1C8 y=C
C
WR1TE(11) M r kR.KS.M ► 1'•(CSC(J) ► J=1.4).r9M• (RUN (J)•J= 1'•7).(STG(J).
.J=1r7)r(JT(J) 9J=1.18)
CE TU?V
10 0 JO TC ( I IC 9: 20, 13! vl499150).KK
C
C	 '2"AO ')U!: 14JMRE n Af,, D DESCPIPTION
11C PEAR (^) L9K4 ► (IXIJ)9J=1.5)•RUN
W?lTE(6. r rO) KCr( D UN( J)9J =1.71
.,....n•,.....^ •.,.art......•-----r-.-..-_...._.^ . _ ,,_..w-.-...^-^,r.,.^--^.:_..^....^.....^.,.,^.. 	 ^,,,,F
A16
3UPDEN PREDICTION MODEL//4H RUN.:I2.2X•7A6 //)6CC F0RMAT(34H114 IC0011AL
ID=C
mD=O


























C	 PEAD STAGE NUMEER AND DESCRIPTION




W?ITE(12) M.K'R•KS• M. M•(OSC(J)•J=1.4)rMrM•(RUN(J)•J= 1o7)•(STG(J)•
.,)=1.7).(JT(J)•J=1.18)
C
C	 READ TASK NUN°EF AND DESCRIPTION
C	 L4 IS THE I)a^EX FOR SAVING THE TOTAL MICROBIAL BURDEN
C	 IF NECCED FCP USE IN DETEP.MINING A BURDEN DIFFERENCE
C	 K3 IS RURDEN PRINT FLAG
	
6





IF(I5.LE.C) GO TO 138
IF (I0.GT.C) VO= NXIID)
I0=I5
C r [STCRE THE FIRST 20 DISTRIBLITIONS
70 137 K=1.20
J=x•552
C A LL IAES(K.J)
1 7 7 CONTINUE
138 IF(I6.GT.C)ITE =I6
N T = N T•1
C ALL "BS(MDrK1.K2)
TF(K2.NE.2) GO TO 100
C
WPITE(3) K Rt(RL'N(J).J=1.7).KS9(STG(J)•1:197)'.NE•(AES(J)•J =1.4) •	 G
• (IEC(J)•IET(J)•AFC(J)PAET(J)•AED(J)9(AEF(JtK)#K= 1.4)PJ=191019 	 G
• IjC.(ICT(J)"ICCIJ)9ICC(J).J=1.35).NP•((DAC(J,K).K=1.2)•IU(J)•
	 G
• (IAB(J@ K)"K=loa)• AAG(J)tAAS(J)#AAT(J)•J=1o100)eKO@NTP 	 G
• (JT(J)• Y r' T(J)• YV7( J)"J =1•lOC),KTSvIDtl7EtKl'9M.29	 6
. (IIX(I)•(OR(I.J)•XR(I•J).J=1.11),I= 1.5721 	 G
C
C	 11E7ED01INE ANC WRIT= BURDEN DIFFERENCE
14C kRI1E(Cv3)KPv(FUN(J)•J=1v7)
WPITC(6.6C1 )	 A17




6']2 F OPMAT (/ 17 .1 9UQUEN STORED
C A LL H6S(L1)
W3ITC(696C2) I7.OR(L2.1)






C o LL HAS(551)
WRITE 16.6C1)
C A LL IiWS ( 551 )
')R(Ll.l)=A1




C	 ^ETEP4INF AND WRITE ZONE BURDEN OISTRIBUTION9
150	 VQIT;(6.3)KF.(RUN'fJ).J=1.71
W ITE(E..7)KS.KT
7 FO6M4T(43H 41CPCBIAL BURDEN BY ZONES (FOLLOWING STAGE 9I396H. TASK.
.I391-H)—/)
IF (I u .EO.l )GO TO 180
C
C	 (i'c.E ZOKE DEFINITIf N INPUTS




16C ^EAO (9) L.IP.(IX(J).J= 1.5).AR9(XX(J)•J=1.31
C	 IP IS THE PART
C	 4R(J) THE FRACT T 0k OF SUR F ACE J OF PART IP BELONGING TO ZONE IZ
?F(I r'.LE.C)GO TO 170
00 165 J =1.4
IF(4P(J).EG.C.)GO TO 165














C	 'JSE ?ARTS AS ZONES
1 8f	 r'0 l r rr, I =1.1C0	 G
IF(IU(I). r-3.C)GO TO 190
e=D.
' A LL '4ES(S1C.M,0)
CO 1.1 `_ J=1•Q
IFt=IA`3(I@•1)
IF f l?.LE.0 ) CO TO 165
4=A40P(I391)
















C HICRn?I4L	 BUILDUP	 SUBROUTINE
CONMO l i	 KK.	 IK.	 KR.	 RUNl71•	 KS•	 STG(7)•	 KT-	 TSK(7)•	 OSC(61•	 ID•
IL,	 AI	 l i )9	 IECIIr)•	 IE7 1 1C)9	 AEC(IU).	 AET(IO).	 AED1101•
tEF(IC'. 4 19	 NO.	 10T(35)r	 I09135 ► 9 	IOC(35)9	 NP•	 DAC(1209210
IUtl?C).	 TA31l'"L961.	 AAG(120)9	 AAS117019	 AAT(120)9
NX(572).	 0^(572.11)•	 X p (572r11)•	 KO•	 NSs	 IR(519	 AR(419
n p Al2).	 !,T.	 JT(]r0)•
	
Xr'7(100)9	 XVTI1C0l•	 L1•	 L29	 L39	 Lo•
.	 KTS.	 ITE•	 K39	 DUM(26641
^IYENSI0".	 1x(6)9xx17]9DES(6) 6
GO	 TI	 (ILC•1?0.200')•	 IK 6
C
C E`JVIr)"1N*4ENTS	 I^iP-1TS-
Ir'C	 D EAD	 19)	 L.IX.AE;.(xxlJ)•J=1.31
WRITr(6.P)(AFS(J).J=1.4)
P	 FO9`" AT (// 3LH	 Cf: VIPC. NhENTS	 INPUTS	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — /5H	 AES= 9 4E12.41
C AES ( J)	 IS	 THE	 SU ? FACE	 LIFETIME	 MODIFIER	 FOR	 SURFACE	 J
0 f)	 110	 I=1111 6
IE AD	 (9l	 LrNtITXIJI•J = 1.5).0SC•XXlll
IF(N.LE.C)GC	 TO	 170
4Ca0	 (9)	 L•IEC('4)9IET( N)•( IX(J).J= 1.4).AEC (i4).AET (N)•AEO(N)•
. 1AEF (%. J) .J=1.4 )
C TEC.:'C	 JESCPIBE	 THE	 ENVIRONNE':TS	 3I0TA	 CONCENTRATION
C IET.ACT	 DFSC F IBE	 THE	 PEFE::ENCE	 ACCFETION	 TIME
C AEJ	 I S	 TP.F	 ' I r,3C'JRNE	 CONCE%TNATIO%	 PER	 MAN
C AEF	 TS	 THE	 RRTE	 AT	 ►;HICH.	 FOR	 ALL	 CTHER	 FACT(,RS	 STANDARD•
C BIrTA	 REACH	 EACH	 SURFACE
WRITE(E. "CIf•(GSA(J1.J= 1. 4)• I[C(N).AEC(N1•IET(N)•AETIN]•AEO(N1•
.(OFF( ►:•J)9J=1.4)
?C	 r Oh^'1T(/I(j.1z.4eF,94x94H1EC=•I3•FH• 	 AEC=9F7.4'•FH.	 IET=.I3.6H.	 AET=•
.F 7 .?eSH.	 A_p=.F 7,(496H,	 AEF= .406.2)
11^	 T 	 WE.L71'	 :E=N
C
C OD[ PAT1)NS	 INPUTS-
1 2G	 (1 1	 135	 1 =1 • 36 G
ocAr	 (Q)	 L.t..(IX(J).J=1.5).DSC•XX(1)
IF(N.LE.D)SO
	 TO	 200 G




:kPUTS —	 —	 —	 —	 —	 — /1
QCAD	 (F)	 L•1CT(N)•]n,(Iv),ICC(N)•(TX(J)•J=1.3)•XX
WRIT
	 (6.?1)%,•(DSC (J)•J=1•+)•IOT(N)•I00(N)• IOC INI
FCPIII T (/14.]x. 4 AF 9 4X•4HICT =91?.EH. 	 IOC=•I3.6Hs	 IOC=9I3)
C TOT	 TS	 THE	 OPEOI TTON	 Tlml	 INTERVAL
C ICC	 ?`_	 TFE
	
DIRTTNESS	 FACTOP
C I ^C	 TF'
'
	
TiiE	 3.O T A	 CONCENTRATION	 F02	 CONTACT	 CONTAMINATION
130	 1F4N f^.LT.N)N0=N
C
C CUBTI'V	 LEVEL	 wICrr.RIA_	 BUILDUP	 DETERMINATION
?DC	 ^0	 29^	 I=1.10C1 G
PFAC( ^) 	L. r; •. L ?.L,•L3.IXC1l.Ixr?I.DSC•xxll) 6




12	 sees	 SUBT4'^K•:3.219	 94A61 G
C L1	 AN.)	 L2	 ARE
	 PF,r r EG01SIIE	 TI PO E	 CTSTRI8UTIDNS G
C 1-3	 IS	 Trg F	 FINISH	 TIME	 DIST R I?UTION	 IF	 NEEDED G
C AC	 PP^rEOUISITE
	
FOP	 0.07 HER	 SUBTASK G
C G
C PFTEz	 I',F	 S LIP IASK	 START	 TINE 6
r :T	 I :	 TA[	 SU°TASK	 S TART	 TIME	 INDEX G
IT=C G
..^^w^rr^w^M^w^-^.w++^'.^^w .^^.rwAlMr."^1/F^-^^...i 	 ^.^+1^...+w•1MM^Yw.^ .
f t^
A20
IF(L1.LE.r )cc 	TO	 210	 6
L1=L1•530	 6
1F(L7.r7.r)GO	 TO	 205	 G
I T=L 1	 G
CO	 TO	 21C	 G
2I5 L 2=L 2.530	 G
IT=55'	 6
CALL	 H"_S(L1.L29IT*5)	 6
TFII,.LE.r)	 GO	 TO	 210	 6
TF( NI X (IT).GT.!JXJIDI )CALL 	 HAS(IT)	 6
7 1 C :F	 (	 I	 .NE.	 l	 )	 GO	 TO	 215	 G
C KTS	 IS	 THE	 TASK	 START	 TIME	 G
KTS
	 =	 ;52	 6
IF	 1	 IT	 .EG.	 0	 )	 CALL	 HES(KTS•KO)	 6
I F	 (	 IT	 NE.	 0	 )	 CALL	 HES (KTS•IT)	 6
215 IF	 1	 IT	 .NE.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 218	 G
IT	 =	 S51	 G
C A LL	 HE"(ITtKTS:	 G




	 I'J o UTS-
I 4 C' n)	 I'C	 K=1.121	 6
Q740	 (9)	 L•l':•(IX(J).J=1.5).0ES•XX(1)	 G
IF Ik.LE.7 )GC	 TO	 1FC
IF	 (	 V.	 .E").	 1	 .AND.	 KI	 .GE.	 1	 1	 WRITE(69101-	 G
lC c C`"CT(/ /3CH PATS	 IN P UTS	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - /)
r).C(`191)=CES(51	 G
r'C(N, .2)= r ES16)	 G
TU(N)=C
AAT(t.)=C.
IF(iT.GT.C)	 AI'("JI =7R (IT.1) 	 G
c^t^,	 (^)
	 L.('	 '(tJ.J).J=1. E I9AAG(N).AAS(N)•(XIX(J)•J=1*51
01 SO
	 TO	 142
142 r C ►, T?'JUE
C "11C	 jr	 T , 1E	 PER IA ANE 1 4T	 AL P HA4ERIC	 DESCRIPTION	 OF	 PART	 N
C Tse(J)	 1".OICATES	 THE
	
DISTRIBUTICN	 FOR	 AREA/BURDEN	 FOR
C J =19	 Tro	 SJOFACE
r J=	 .	 "THER	 EXTERIOR	 SURFACE
c J =t•	 V A TED	 SURFACE
c J=^.	 Cl,CLUCFD	 SURFACE
c 133(5)	 :S	 THE	 ENVTRONME•.T	 INDEX	 (MAY	 BE	 LEFT	 BLANK)
c IAE(F,)	 IS	 THE	 RETE'VT10ti	 DISTRIBUTION	 FOR	 C ON-TACT
C CAu-	 I`	 TWE	 RETENTTON	 DISTRIBUTION	 MEAN	 FOR	 FALLOUT
c AfS	 TS	 THE	 FETEI•:71C`N	 DISTRIBUTION	 MEAN	 FOR	 C.DNTACT
C tAT	 IS	 T u E	 LAST	 TIRE	 OF	 ACCRETION	 UPDATE
IF	 (	 K1	 .rE.	 1	 )	 WPITE(6922)	 N.(DES(J).J=1.6)'•(IAB(N9J)• 	 G
J=196)9AAG(N).AAS(N)	 6
72 • FOFH..T(/? u .1r.FAo94X.4HIA9=•6I u *FH•	 AAG= ► F7.396H•	 AAS=rF7.3)
OC	 1 4 5	 J	 =	 1.	 4	 G
IF	 (	 IA2(N9_)	 .GT.	 C	 )	 CALL	 HES(IAB(N•J).KO)	 6
145 CO NTT	 UE	 G
15t' IFI^.P.IT.i:)Kr=N
C
C	 ^;'_T;IE^JTICNS INPUTS -
I"C '1C 175 K=1.501	 G
-'-tl- (^) L.t...m•(IY(J)9J=1.4).DES. XXll) 	 6
C	 M=1 I •J:`IC f TES 14E DISTRIBUTION IS A CONSTANT
IF It..LE.: IGC 7C' 179
IF ( K .El. 1 .AND. K1 .GE. 1 1	 WRITE(6•lli-	 G
t.—.^
I  FnPMAT( //3CH DIST O ISUTIONS I OUTS — — — —//1
rC A C (^) L•IDR (No J)9J=1•II)•(XF(NtJI•J=1 III 1
NY(N) =M
'F(r	 I ) L F . r .) DR( No	 VF (N)
;F(";'	 T. 701 GO TO 171
J=N • ` 52
CALL HFS(J.N)
1 7 IF(ID.LE.r) :O TO 172
Ir'('A.5T."X(I0)) CALL HASINI
1 7 2 7  ( M1 .Gf. 1 )	 4PITE(E,923)	 Ko(DESIJ).J=194)9DR(N.l)
23 F;RAAT( I4•I X. 4Ao/ ^,X• 12HCOEFFICIENT=oFll.4.6X ►:12F!DISTRIBUTIONI
IF ( K1 .GE. 1 )	 CALL HWS(N)
175 CONTINUE
179 IFIID.LE.C) GO T O 190
Tr('":).r.^.NX(19) 1 GO TO 190
^0 I°C K=192C
IF(NXIY,).GT.NXI ID) ) CALL HAS(KI
I F C CONTI NUE













Er:VI F f NMEN'T 9ARE A/2IOT4 BLRDEN CHANGES-
27C PrAJ (9) L•K.Ip.3R.(XX(J)•J=1.3)
C
	
K IS THE CHANGE ICENTIFIER
C	 T^(1),IR(2) ARE THE ^1: .d PART V.1 0 SURFACE INDICES
C	 IR l') .IF (4 ) ARE THE CCNT +IEUT ING PAPT AND SURFACE
C
	
Tn^ (5) IS THE %E.: EtiVIRONXEN'T (IF AyY1 FOR PART IR(11
C
	
AP(1) IS THE ePEA CHA N GED T O I R (l) • I R 12) FROM IR(3)9,IR(4)
C
	
AP(2) IS THE 'IEW AAG FACTOR
C
	
AR13) IS THE NEW AAS FACTOR
C
	 IF I"^lSI. A7(l), AR(2)• AR(3) ZERO• NO CHANGE IS MADE
I F (K.LE.r)GC TO 240
NC::NC•1
`F ( NC .F('. 1 .Ar a n. K1 .GE. 2 1	 WRITE(6.16)
1F	 ^ r)S',lT(/f)Xr42Fi,- g J	 AREA/ 4E T ENTION FACTOR CHANGES—/)
11=IP(1)
TF(NP.LT.11)nP_I1
IF(A 0 (1 ).L:.C. )GO TO 232











Ir(s ;)t2).CT.C.I AAG( I1)=AR(21
TF(AP(?).r,T.C'.1 AAS(II)=AR(3)












2t n CALL	 u r'S I IA tF.5C11 6
A =D?(IB.11.0 Q (501.1) G
rR(1991)=AVF (IS 1
0P(S01.1)=AVF(501) G












C OPERATIONAL	 LEVEL	 5UILDUP-
240 IE=ITE G
C IT	 IS	 THE	 CLPRENT	 TIME	 CISTRIBUTION	 INDEX 6
25C READ	 (9)	 L.IC.IKE.IIX(J) rJ=1•41.AKf @AK0.(XX(J).J-1.5)
C T^	 I`	 THE	 CPEPATIrN
C !KE
	
IS	 THE	 OPE-ATTON	 ENVIRCNMI_NT	 WHEN	 DIFFERENT	 FROM
C THE	 TACK	 ENVIRONMENT	 Cr	 THE	 PREVICUS	 OPERATION	 ENVIRONMENT
C AKT	 I`	 THE	 OPERATION	 TIME	 MODIFIER
C AKG	 IS	 THE	 NUMPER	 CF	 MEN
C IO LT	 C	 INDICATES	 A	 DECONTAMI% tTION OPERATION FOR	 WHICH












W CS(IT0^1;7. IT911 6
?53 IF(KI.G 7 -2)	 6.4ITE(6.37)IO•T190R(IT.I)
37 FC rl.! T(-)(.9FCPERATION.I3.25H.	 (DECONTAMINATION)•	 FROM•F8.2.3H TO.	 6
.FR.29SH HOURS) G
T1=DR( IT.1) A
?S4 ? E A D 	 (2)	 L-I°•LK.(IX(J).J= 1.4)•4R •( XX(J)•J=1.3)
C IP	 I7	 THE	 PAP1	 AFFECTED
C LK	 IS	 THE	 CUCVE	 DESCRIBING	 FRACTION OF	 BIOTA REMOVED









I F (A c'CJ).LE.C.)GO TO	 256
T3=I t '( T O O J)
T F lI°.LF.n)GO	 TO 256
A =D	 I891)
GC	 TO 256





















34 F •) PMAT(1(',Y• II HPA: Ttl4 .2X•2A6r9'7• SURFACE• I2.7H • AREA =9 F8.3•





















527 I"CIC4TES THE OPERATION TIME DISTRIBUTION
750 T F ( K I . G E . 2 ) rKITE16923) IG91E•T1•DR(IT•I)•AK9
2.9 FOR4AT(5x93HOPERATI0N, I3.13H• FNVIRON -M ENT •I3.6H • FR0M 9 F8.293H
.FP.?.7N r;( l UhS•.F3.0.4H "EN)
Af =AKWOF(I0.1)




	 Sr5 IS T;TE CURVE 0.O
AC=Ar-C(:C)/DF(JC.l)
C A LL AMS(JC.AC9506)
nPf5rrvI)=AVF(5G6)
C
	 5C(; IS THE CURVE C
CALL HCS(FC595C6950691)
5G6 I NDICATES THE TOTAL FALLOUT SOURCE CONCENTRATION (C+O•DI
26C RE 00 (°) L.IP,LS•(IX( J)• J= 1.4)•APD•APCoAPS•APA•(XX(J)* J =192)
C
	
IP IS %4 r' PART AFFECTED
C
	
LS IS THE TCCL STICKINESS +DISTRIBUTION
C
	 A pp I'^ NOT USED IN THIS VERSION
C
	
A p c I c E N E TCOL EIOTA C^NCENT? ATION MODIFIER
C
	
APS I c T'4 7 4EAN TOOL STICKINESS
C	 A P A 1' ThE COr;TACT AP.LA FOR EACH TOUCHED SURFACE
IF(IP.L c—.C)GO TO 250
IU(Ip)=IUfIF)+l
qT= T1 - 4AT(IP1
C4LL ^'AS(1P.T1)
IF(A^•.LE.C.)GO TO 275
IF(! r .LE.")GV TO 275
TF( TT X.LE.OlGO TO 275
AATfIF)=rrlIT.1)






















IF(A.LE. C.)GO 	 TO	 270	 A24
IF(O T .LE.C.)	 GO	 TO	 263
M_8
c
1'0ITE(II)1' ► Kr, ► KS•KT•NS9(CSC(L)*L=1 ► 4)•IB*NX('IS)•( OR( IB*LI+L=1.11).6
.(XP(Tq•LI*L= 1.111• A ► T1 *(DAC(IP•L)*L=1*2)*A*IP*J *IO*IABIIP*51*IT
7F3	 F = F *A
CALL	 HMS(!:06*F*505) G
C 505	 I^	 T1+E	 CURVE	 A*R	 =	 A*F $ G*IC*O*D1 G
cc=A^T(IF)*AES(J)/ 0R(II*1l
CALL	 HI S(II•EE * 5C2) 6
PR(502 ► 1)=AVF(5U2) G
C SP2	 IS	 THE	 CURVE	 V 6
C A LL	 HCS(5C5.5C2rSO4*31 G
C SO4	 T'-r 	THE	 CURVE	 A • V*R 6
CALL	 HCS(507.5C2•`02*41 6
C 502	 IS	 TH E 	 CURVE	 T/V 6
M=NX(S02) G
NX(503)=M 6
no	 265	 JJ= 1*M
r tz(5r? * JJ)=CR1502*JJI G
X? ( 5^'- •JJ) =EX D (-XP(502*JJll G
295	 X Q (5F)7*JJ)= 1. — XR(SO2*JJ) G
nP(5^2 .1)=AVF(5C2) G
RP. (`r' • l) =A VF ( 503 ) 6
C SC2	 IS	 THE	 CURVE	 EXP( — T/VI G
C SC3	 I < 	THE	 CURVE	 1-EXP(-T/V) G
CALL	 y CS(504.503.50'+ * 3) G







4SITEIII)^' ► KP ► pS ► YT•N-S*(CSCIL)*L=1.4)*IS ► NX(IB)*IDR(18*L)*L=1*Il)•G
(xR(Tq•L)•L=1.11)*A•Tl *AKT ► AKO •a*IP•J*I0*IE*IP
T F( K 1.EC. 7 )	 6RITE(6.3C)	 IP ► DAC(IP*1 )•OAC(IP *2)*,)*A*APC * APA(J) *8D
IC	 FOR ks AT(1('X ► 4'-IPART * I4 * 2X * 2Ao * 94 *
	SJRFACEt1297H • 	 AREA=PF8.39
.141- .	 TOOL	 3L^DEr=*FE.C*15H*	 AREA	 TCUCHEO=•F6.3*9H*
	 BURDEN=*E10.3)
271 1, 	 COt1TINUE
C
C CONTGCT	 CINTAMIN4TION-
275	 TF(IC.LE.C)GC	 TO	 760
0R(IC•1)=AVF(IC)
1G=IA°(IF'•E)
Ir(I`',.LE.C)	 GO	 TO	 260 A
rn(IG9'1	 AVF(I%)
i 1 =.5* AA S(IP)*APC
IF(LS.LE.C)GC	 TO	 260
OILS• 11=AVFlLS1
;F(D r (L^91).LE.G.IGO	 TO	 260
S2=.5*A,3S/DRILS*11
B=S1*^,2
IF(4. c, G.r. )GC	 TO	 260
`'.1=51/(C^(IC•11•CF'(IG ► 1)1
00	 297	 J=1 •2
IR=IAR(Ir ► J)
IF(Ia.i_ c, . r )G^	 TO	 280




T^ iiZ...- `	 _	
_ i
TF(Af'1(J).LE.C. )GO	 TO	 280 A25
C)f:(IPvI):AVF(181
F=Sls&PA(J)






C A LL	 4CS(l3v5L595C5.3) G
C A LL	 HCS(1395359 I892)- G











TF (L 3.LE.0 )GC	 TO	 795	 6
L 3=L 3+53C	 G
CALL	 H	 S(L3.LL1	 G
295 C 0 N T 1 NUE
in T=DR(LL.1 )	 G
'4RITE(5.SD1)	 KR•KS9KT9(TSK(J)•J=1.71














	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-/1
10	 303	 J=1 94
JJ=503+J	 G
C A LL	 HES(JJ•KO)
3C3 OP(J)=0.
DO	 31P	 I=1.1GO	 G






















I" RITE(696C3)	 J•DR(IB•11	 G
FC3 F)Ph'AT(5X•l4HSURFACE	 NUw3ER.I2.7H ►	 AREA= •F9.3,.8H•	 BURDEN)
IF	 (	 K3	 .NE.	 0	 1	 CALL	 HWS(IBI	 G
305 CCt:T114UE
310 CONTINUE
'a_^, TE ( 6.608 )
GC`P FCPvAT(//rSH	 BURDEN	 TOTALS	 BY	 SURFACE	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
A=O.
-CALL	 HE5(SGl.KO)	 G




C A LL HAS(JJ)
WaITE(6.6;'6) JoAR(J)
FOE FOR MA T(/PH SURFACE9I2.13H9 TOTAL AREA=•F9.3.14H9 TOTAL BURDEN)
CALL HWS(JJ)
A_A+AR(J)
370 CALL HCS(501.JJ•501.1)	 G
C A LL HAS(E01)
	
G
WR I T^ ( 6.60 9 )
F C 9 FORI, A T( //50H — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — 	 —
WRITE(69607) A
607 FORMAT(//28H TOTAL 	 ALL SURFACES.	 AREA=•F9.399H•	 BURDEN)














HTSTnrFA M CDPBINI)KG SUBROUTINE
'I I m !: !IS ION CA( 11)9C3(11)rCR(21)•ZP(21)@OR(IItII)•NO(111
COMMO N:	 KKt IV..v KRr PUN17)• KS• STG(7)9 KTo TSKl7)r DSC(6l y ID•
NE+ AES(4). IEC(10)• IFT(1C)• AEC(1019 AET(1019 AED11019
AEF(1C g4 )o NC. IC7(35)9 IOG(35)v IOC(35)9 NP• DAC(120t2)v
IU(120)• IAB(j20t6)v AAG(120)9 AAS(170)• AAT(120)•
vx(577)9 DR(572911)• XR(572+11). KO• NS• IR(5). AR1419
APA(Z). NT. JT(10C)t X 4 T(1CG). XVT(1CO). L1.: L2• L39 L49











IF- 44A.GT. 1 )GO TO 50
IF(X.NE.0.lGO TO 30
I: ((K-3)•(K-4).EJ.0)GO TO 35










GO T  60







IF(ZR(NC1.GT.ZR (11)G0 TO 70
XRtIC91)=ZR(KC)
JC=NC









BO	 IF(K.LE.4)GO TO 1000













































'F( K .EG.2)GO TO 110






























































GO TC 1 CC
140	 Nx (ICI=NC
IF(NC.E3.1)GO TO 35






















ISO 00 170 JC=2•NC
IF(ZQ(JCi.LE.ZA )GR TO 17C














IF( 14C.GT.I IGO TO 173





173	 C'0 174 JA =29NA
174	 CA(Jt)= DRIIA•JAI










XF= Z r' (Z21, Y2.1)
10 179 JA =29NA
IF(XP(IA•JA).LE.XA)GO TO 178
IF(X4(I A •JA).GE.XB)GO TO 176

















































r , -: p; A
I F ( 'J`".LT.N3)NM_NS
2C!	 TFI X'IIA..,A1-XP(IP.JB))210.235t255
Z10	 IF(K4.GT.0)GC TO 260


















IF(JA.GE.NA )CO TO 245
Jl =JA+1
CA( JA)=CA(JA-1) *DP 11A9JA)




245	 IF(K3.GT.0)GO TO 280
KA=1
,0 TO 240
250	 IF(KA.GT.C)GO TO 280
KB=1
CO TO 2CF
255	 I r (K3.GT.C)GO TO 215




























2 q 4 CONTINUE
296 DO 298 J=JJ•NC
CR(J)=CR(J•ll
2 q R	 ZR(J)= ZR(J•ll
GO TO 290
300 F=1./CR(NC)
DO 3C2 J =29NC
302 CR(J)=F•CR(J)
xR(IC.1)=ZR(1)












C	 HISTOFRAY ADJUSTING SUBROUTINE
COMMON	 KK• IK• KR# RUN(7)• KS• STG(71• KT• TSK(7)9 OSC(619 I0•
KE, A ES(4)9 IEC(IC)• IET(1C)• AEC1101• AETII0)9 AED(1019
AEF(10.4It NO• 10T( 35)9 100(35)9 IOC(35)9 NP• DAC(120.21•
IU(12C)• IAB(121•6)• AAG(I2C)• AAS(120)9 AAT(120)9
llJX15721• DR(S72.111• XR(572.11)• KO• NSo IR(51• AR0111•
APAl2). 1;T• JT(1CC)• XMT(1GO)• XVT(1C01• L1• L29 L39 L49
KTS• ITE • K3• DUM(2664)
DIr'ENS101,' C III) •0111) •Z( 111













00 10 I	 •M	 T
10 C(I)=C(I-1)•DR(N•I)
IF(C(N).EG.1.) GO TO 19
IF(C( 14 ).EQ.0.) RETURN
CO 15 1=29m
i5 C(I)=C(I)/C(M)
IS DO 20 I =2 •MD
20 3(I1=n(I-1)+DR(I09I1
IF10("O).EG.1.) GO TO 27
IF(0( N D).E0.0.) RETURN
DC 25 I =2 •MD
9P(I')9I1=0R(I0,II/0(MD1
25 D(I)=D(I)/D(MD)
27 IF(o( m D-1).NE.1.) GO TO 30
rD=MD-1










TF (J.LE.11) GO TO 32
Do 35 I=2•rD











-^:^----_ - Vii: t• ti... I _ j
.9f




C	 HISTPGRAM CAUATIr)G SUBROUTINE
C	 SET J=K.
cc FlmON	 KK• TK• K7. RUN(7). KS* STG(7)9 KT. TSK171. OSCl619 IO•
NEo AES1419 IEC(IC). IET(10). AEC11G ► . AET(10;9 AEO(10)9
A!:f(iC.4). NC. IOT(35)9 I00(35)• IOC(35)9 NP- DACl12r*219
TU(1?C)o IAB(12C9619 AAG(120). AAS(120)9 AAT11201•
.	 vx(5121. 7R(572.11). X?(572.11)9 K09 NS• IR(Sle AR1419
A D A(2)9 NT, JT(iC0)9 YPT(10U). XVT(InO)• L19 L2. L39 L4•
KTS• ITE. K3. OJM(2664)
w=NX(K1
NX(J)=M






-° J-"`r- - s------^."--'^^--`^•------^-----•-^----
	 -	
- - --	




SUBROUTINE HMS(IA ► C ► ICI	 A35
C
C	 HISTOr,PAM MULTIPLYING SUBROUTINE
C	 HISTOSPAM IC EPUALS IA MULTIPLIED BY CONSTANT C
COMMON
	
KK ► IK. KR ► RUN(7)9 KS, STG(7)9 KT ► TSK(7) ► DSC(619 IO ►
NE 	 AESt419 IEC(1C) ► IET(10) ► AEC(10) ► AET(-10)9 AEO(10) ►
AEF(1094)9 NO ► IOT(35). T00(35). IOC(35) ► NP ► DAC(12092)9
IUt12C) ► IAB(12rvS ) ► AAG(12C). AAS(120)9 AAT(120)9
NX(5721. DRt572.1119 X4(572.11)9 K0. NS ► IR(5)+ AR(41 ►
ApA(2)9 RT. J7(100) ► XMT(10C) ► XVT(11'0) ► L1 ► L2 ► L39 L4•














..... ^, ..r-.waP•R,+^w--^ ,..r-.-.^^_.err-_.«+.^....^.^^^.^T^^^..^.+.+.r-..n^►++w^r► 	 ^'^T^'w1P,^^.sr+.+^a. ^+...^^w.i+^^.-^—^. ^....
. ^...ti
SUdRnUTINE HWS111	 A36
C HISTOGRAM WRITING ROUTINE
C	 VEF'ION 16 JULY91969
CO`MON,	KK+ IKt KR* RUN(7)• KS9 STG(7)9 KTr TSK(7)• DSC(6)• ID•
NE• AES( 4 )9 IEC(1C)• IET(1G)• AEC(10)• AETUIO)r AED(10)o
AEF(1C.4). N0o IOT(35)9 I00(35)9 IOC(35)9 NP. OAC(120.219
IU(120), IAB(1?D•6)• AAS(120)• AAS(120)9 AAT(120)9
NX(572). DR(572911)9 XR(S72.11). KO.: NS• IR(5). AR(419
APAQ ). NT. JT(ICO). X M TlIDO)v XVT(l00)• L1'• L2• L3• 049
KTS. ITE. K3. DUM(2664)
M=NX(I)
IF( M.LE.1) 60 TO 100
D=A VF( I)
WRITEl6.6001 D
6CC FCFMAT(1H+o46X.l3HrEAN VALUE = 9E12.5)
WRITE(695C1) (DR(IvJ)•J =29M)
6C1 FORMIT415H PROBABILITY =.5X•1CFl0.5)
W 0 ITE(6o6C2) (XR(I.J)9J=1•M)








•rU • . .r ...w/W
SUBROUTINE MAS( I AI
	 A37
C
C	 41CROIIAL ACCRETION SUBROUTINE
C	 T 1S THE PART AFFECTED• T THE TIME OF UPDATE
COMMO'J	 KK. IK• KR• RUN17). KS• STG(7)9 KT• TSK(7) t OSC(619 ID•
kE. AES(4)9 IECI)0). IET(1C)• AEC(1G)• AETNO)v AED1101•
AEF(10 9 4). NOP IOT(35 ) r I00 ( 35). IOC ( 35)• NP@ DAC ( 120.21•
IU(120)• IAE(12C96)• AAG(12C). AAS(120)9 AAT(120)•
NW 72). 02(572.11)• XR(572911). K0. NS. IR (5)• AR(41•
APA(2)9 VT 	 JT(1CC). XMT1100). XVTl1C0)i L1. L2. L39 L4•










IF(AEF(IE.J).EO. O.)GO TO 40
IE=IAE(I•J)






















:s.►^^a.,^r-^.w^f-^"^....., ...^-..-^..-^--^...,.^. ^^w.-^Tw.a^w^+^_r'^!1'wM...++..^^^^w' 	 ._	 _
rUNCTION AVF(I)	 A3e
AVERAGE VALUE FUNCTION
COMMON	 K K v IK• KR. RUN(71v KSv STG(T)o KT. TSK(7)• OSC(6)• ID•
^:E. AES(4)• IEC(1C)t IET(10). AEC(1.0)• AET(10). AEO(10)•
AEF(10#4)• N0o IOT(35)9 I00(35)• IOC(35)• NP• OAC(120.21•
IU(12C). IAP(12C@6)9 AAG(12C )• AAS(120 )9 AAT(120)•
NX(512), DR(572.11)+ XR(572.11). K0. NS• IR(51• AR(41@
APA(2)9 NT. JT1100)9 XMT(ICO)• XVT(1CO)p LI's L2• L3. L49
KiS• ITE. 93r DUM(2664)
M=NX(I)









^.	 ^ w.-r.w.+r ^^+.*ss.n^iR,j^a=	 ^-	 ^w^rw	 w^.rw^slLe•11.1•.	 a^w^l.ga+'^.+^^^+rT"Y .._—t^C-v.-- ^.
FUNCTION ZFIX#Y•KI	 A39
C
C	 Z FUNCTION OF X AND Y
C	 X DETCRIINES THE OPERATION • — a /.














C	 DETAILED PRINTCUT SUBROUTINE	 (HEADS FROM TAPE11)
COMMJ'1/X/M9F.R9MG9uT9MS9DSC(4)9N9NX9DR(11)9XR(11)9P(5)9NP(5)
R E 6 1 N D 11
RE A D(11) M• MR. M69MT9MS9( OSC(J).J=194)•N•NX#IDR(J).J= 11.1119
.(CF;(J)9J=l9ll)9(P(J)9J=195)9(NP(J)9J=1951
JRITE(696C1) Mp.(DR(J)•J=1971
Fin1 rO PP. AT(?5HIMICrOBIAL BURDEN DETAILED PRINTOU1/4H RUNPI292Xo7A6//)
rEAO(5950t1) K9NS9NT9NST9NS29NT29NST2
!CC FORMAT(7I5)
C	 K=C CALLS EXIT
C	 K=1 F a INTS STAGE NS.TASK NT (SUBTASK NST)
C	 9=2 PINTS FPOM NS9NT9(NST) TO NS29NT29(NST2)
1C FEAG(Il) M.FR9 MG9 MT9MS9(DSC(J)•J=194)9N9NX9(DR(J)9J=191119
.(XR(J)9J=1911)9(P(J)9J=19519(NP(J)9J=195)
IF(M.LE.C) CALL EXIT
11 IF (MG. NE .N S) GO TO 10
?F(MT.NE.r;T) GO T 
	 10
!F.(N',T.CT.C).AND.(NST.NE.'MS)) GO TO 10
IF(K.EG. 71 b0 TO 2C
15 C A LL PLS
REI-C(11) M9Fr91"St11T9!^S9(DSC(J)9J=194)9N9NX9'IDRIJI9J=1.11)9
.(XR(J)9J=1911)9(?(J)9J-115)9(NP(J)9J=195)
;F (t+.LE.0 1 CALL EXIT
IF(MG.NE.tvSl GO TO 100
;Y,T.NE.N'( ) G0 TO 100






4EA91I11, M9MR ► "'G9MT9MS9(DSC(J)9J=194)9N9NX9(DR(J)9J=1191119
.(XR(J)9J=1911)9(P(J)9J=195)9(NP(J).J=195)
IF(MAE.^,) CALL EXIT
IF(MG.NE .NS) GO TO 25
IF(MT.NE .NT) GO TO 25
IF((tC C T.CT.C).AND.(NST.!'E.MS)) GO TO 25
100 READ(5953C) K9NS9NT9NST9NS29tiT2•NST2




C	 PAPAwrTEP LABI LING SUBROUTINE
CPM AD•d/X/ 4 ► M2tliGo MT ► MSrDSC(4) ► N •NXtOR(11) ► XR(III)NP(S)•NP(S)
6CG rortiAT(//4CX ► 3HRUNvI2 ► 7H. STAGEt1396H9 7ASK9I4.9H• SU87ASK9I3.2X•
.4A6)
Cf) TC(1
	 ► 3 ► lJ ► 5.6 ► 7 ► 8 ► 9) ► M
1 WRITrtserni) M?•(SR(J) ► J= 1.7)•KG•(DR(Jlt.!=8t11)1(XR(J)•J=1.3)
601 FORMlT(35Hl M JCPC®IAL BURDEN DETAILED PRI-M U-T/4H RUN9I2.2Xr7A6/
.5H STAGE ► I3 ► 2X. 7A6//)
QF TUQN
2 WRITE(6 ► 60D) MP ► MG ► MT ► MS ► (nSC(J)9J=1.4)
WRJT^(6 ► F-C2) NP(1)+NP(2)




3 WRIT;7((- ► 6C0) M0•MG9MT.MS9(7SC(J)9J=1.4i
kRJTE(6.Fn3) NP(I) ► NP(2) ► Pll) ► NP(3) ► P(3)•NP(4)tP(4)
603 F0P.MAT(2F;H+PART 3URDEN AFTER FALLnUT/5H PART•.I4.7H• SURF.vI2v
. 7H9 ArEA= ► F7.2 ► 7H ► 0PER. ► I3.1H ►► F6.296H HOURS•
.1CH ► 'NVIR0N. ► I3 ► 1H ►► F4.0 ► 5H ME'l..I0X ► 6HBURDEN)
CALL HPS
PETUPN
4 WRITE(69(.CO) MR9Mr7vMT ► MS9(0SC(J)•J =1.4)
aRITC(5*;04) NPI1) ► NP(2)v(P(J)9J=1@5)
Fro F0RMAT(2GH+PART BURDEN AFTER CV14TACT/5H PART9I497H• SURF.*12v
.7H, AREA- ► F7.2 ► 10H. CONTACT=9F5.3.5H. S1=tr5. 395Hv S2 =. F5.39
.7H9 T00L= ► F7.1 ► 7X96HBURDEN)
C A LL HPS
P E TURN
5 WRITE(6 ► ;00) Mc.MG ► MT@MS•(DSC(J). J=1v41
CALL HPS
RETURN




F WRJTF(6.6CG) MP ► MG ► MT ► MS ► (DSC(J)•J =1.4)
GRITF(69uC3) NP(1) ► (P(J1•J=3.4) ► NP(2)•P(i).P(2)PNPt4)
E re FCRN,4 T (25H + PART BURDEN AFTER UPDATE/5H PAP,Tv14v2Xt2A6v7H SURF.•
.I2.7(j. ArZEA=.F7.2.7H9 TI4E=.F9.391CH. ENVIR0N.•I3.14X.6HBURDEN)
CALL HPS
RE TURN
° WRITE(F ► FCG) `10 ► h.r9HT,MS.(0SC(J)vJ=1.4)
WPITE(G9609) NP(I).!vPi21.P(1).NP(3).P(4)•P(51-
FC9 FORMAT (34H+PART EU Q DEN AFTER DECCNTAHINATIO?;/5H PART .I4.7H. SURF.•
.I2 ► 7H ► ARE4=9F7.2.7H ► 0PLl.@13.lHvvF6.2 ► 25H KuJRS ► FRACTION REMOVE
.D= ► F(-.? ► PX ► 6HBURDFN)	 A




C HISTOGRA4 WRITING ROUTINE
CCMMCN/X/ M@MP ► MG ► MT ► MS90SC(4) ► N ► NX ► DR(11) ► XR(11)•P(S)•NP(5)





6nC FOF.tAT(1H+ ► 94X913HMEAN VALUE = •E12.5)
WF'1TE(6 ► f,01) (DP1J)•J=2•NX)
601 FOPMAT(15H P RrBAelLIIY = 95X•1DF1D.5)
WRITE(696C2) (XR(J)•J =1•NX)
6C2 FGPMAT(IrM PANGE = 911E10.2)
RE TURN
1CC 4RlTE(E ► 603) XR11)
603 F0RM A T(1H+ ► 94)(•2H= 9E12.5)
RETURN
E ND
